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The Eagle Beheaded:
Treason at the Highest Levels

by Jeremy James

P resid en tTrum p’sofficial2020 Cam paign Cap

We’ll get straight to the point: Do you notice anything odd about the official cap –

shown above – which Donald Trump has approved for his coming presidential

campaign?

Look at the enlargement below of the central portion:

The eagle’s head is missing.

Notice too, in the top photo, that the eagle has no claws!

Remember, this is the great symbol of the sovereignty and independence of the United

States. The eagle represents her courageous determination, under all circumstances

and against all enemies, to defend her freedom and protect her people. The coat of

arms on the Great Seal, which is generally recognized as the principal national symbol

of the United States, shows this very clearly:
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The claws are an integral part of the symbol! One holds an olive branch, indicative of

America’s desire for peace at all times, while the other holds a set of arrows, indicative

of her willingness to use all reasonable force where necessary to defend herself. The

eagle’s head is facing toward the olive branch to indicate that peace is always the

preferred option.

The gender of the eagle is not specified but in popular lore the raptor is male. So, this

noble creature, endowed with the claws and beak that he needs to fulfil his mission, is

left blind and helpless in the version used on Trump’s campaign cap.

The stars on the cap are also troubling. Their traditional orientation has been changed.

Instead of standing in an upright posture, they are inverted in the style of the

Baphomet pentagram:

Trum p cap [d etail] B aphom ett-sh irtsold on A m azon

If in doubt…
Some readers may wonder whether the Trump campaign is really making use of this

insulting parody of the national symbol. Well, see for yourself. Go to

shop.donaldjtrump.com [cut and paste]

Overleaf we give a number of screen shots to show that the site exists, that it’s the

official campaign merchandise website, and that the cap – known as ‘The Freedom

Hat’ – is listed as an official item.
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Trump is a Pied Piper
Most Americans are completely unaware that Trump is serving the New World Order

agenda. He takes his orders from people behind the scenes and faithfully carries them

out. Many of his tweets and seemingly off-hand remarks are carefully scripted. He even

pretends to be pro-life but continues to fund Planned Parenthood. The entire Antifa

movement could be arrested in the morning, but that will never happen. He boasts of

his intention to send in the military to ensure that all Americans get the ‘Covid’ vaccine

shot. Just about everyone on his team is a longtime resident of the swamp he promised

to drain. His tax affairs are so corrupt that they cannot be disclosed. His daughter and

son-in-law are members of the intensely anti-Christian ‘Chabad Lubavitsch’

movement, while his own religious affiliation is carefully hidden. He likes to pretend

he has some sort of association with Christianity, but this is completely phony. As with

all his pals and close associates, his god is the Angel of Light, the Great Architect of

Freemasonry, better known as Lucifer. [See our earlier paper #187]

Why do so many Christian ministries, including discernment ministries, continue to

portray Trump as a lone good-guy besieged and beset by Deep State villainy? In reality,

he is a fake ‘conservative’, not a real one, a counterfeit to gull and mislead the

Christians of America. This is all part of the polarization process which is designed to

draw America into a civil war.

The Bible warned us
The Word of God warned of the dangers that face a nation when it is mocked and

ridiculed by its enemies. When the king of the Ammonites died, David sent mourners

to comfort his son, Hanun, and his family. However, conspirators in the court of

Hanun convinced him that David had really sent the mourners to spy on him:
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“And the princes of the children of Ammon said unto

Hanun their lord, Thinkest thou that David doth honour

thy father, that he hath sent comforters unto thee? hath

not David rather sent his servants unto thee, to search

the city, and to spy it out, and to overthrow it?

Wherefore Hanun took David's servants, and shaved off

the one half of their beards, and cut off their garments

in the middle, even to their buttocks, and sent them

away.

When they told it unto David, he sent to meet them,

because the men were greatly ashamed: and the king

said, Tarry at Jericho until your beards be grown, and

then return.” (2 Samuel 10:3-5)

The insult was symbolic. No one had been physically harmed but the message was

obvious. David even ordered the men concerned to remain at Jericho until their beards

had grown back. He did not expect them to enter Jerusalem in a state of disgrace.

Hanun realized the magnitude of what he had done – that he “stank” before David –

and spent a vast fortune hiring a great army and 32,000 chariots:

“And when the children of Ammon saw that they stank

before David, the children of Ammon sent and hired the

Syrians of Bethrehob, and the Syrians of Zoba, twenty

thousand footmen, and of king Maacah a thousand men,

and of Ishtob twelve thousand men.” (2 Samuel 10:6)

“So they hired thirty and two thousand chariots, and the

king of Maachah and his people; who came and pitched

before Medeba. And the children of Ammon gathered

themselves together from their cities, and came to

battle.” (1 Chronicles 19:7)

The resulting war was so intense and so closely fought that David himself had to lead

the Israelite army in one of several major battles.

Remember, all of this arose from a symbolic act.
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Blasphemy
Blasphemy is important among the Illuminati. They want to exalt their own symbols

and drag down or mock those of their enemies. The upside down cross is probably the

best known example of this. The symbol of Calvary was appropriated and distorted by

occult practitioners in order to please their master. This was done by inverting the

cross and even ‘breaking’ the crossbeam to form a “crow’s foot” (see below). Where

possible it is then reintroduced to the general public as a symbol of something else,

something neutral or inoffensive. In this way society is tricked into embracing a

symbol whose origin is blasphemous.

Christian Occult Occult In tern ation al

Sym bolof

Calvary

In verted

Cross

W itch’sFoot

[broken cross]

Sym bolof

P eace

The headless eagle on Trump’s ‘Freedom Hat’ is a deliberate mockery of the original

symbol. It is saying, in effect, that America has been decapitated. This message is

reinforced by the portrayal of the eagle without his talons. The final touch, of course,

is the reorientation of the patriotic stars to make them look like occult pentagrams.

W itch’sCrossorCrow ’sFoot Occultcharm sold on Etsy.com

am uletfor‘protection ’.

The destruction of patriotic American symbols is a key part of the Marxist strategy to

demoralize the population and make them easier to manipulate. We see it with the

wholesale desecration of monuments across the United States which represent the

values and goals of past generations of patriotic Americans.
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The same people want to clip the wings of the Eagle, to slice off his talons and chop off

his head. It’s an important symbol, rooted deep in the psyche of the American people.

The desecration of this symbol would have a strong psychological effect, causing many

to believe that the country they once knew no longer exists. This is all part of the

conditioning process, whereby the masses, demoralized in ways they don’t fully

understand, submit meekly to figures in authority whose only goal is to enslave them.

The U.S.Mint
The public service itself is participating in this desecration process. Here is what the

US Mint posted on its website on January 13, 2020:

“The United States Mint is giving American Silver Eagle coins a new look… So

far as of January 2020, the Mint has not yet revealed the extent of the design

changes to the reverses of the Gold and Silver American Eagle series. Given

the popularity of the Silver Eagle series – it is widely considered the world’s

most collected bullion coin by far – these changes are sure to generate

shockwaves throughout the numismatic world and are likely to make issues

both new and old even more appealing to collectors and stackers alike.”

The US Mint has been making changes to its designs on various bullion coins over the

past twenty years or so. Some of these have involved a softening of the Eagle’s austere

image, but none (as far as we can tell) were disrespectful. However, the candidate

designs for the image that will be introduced in 2021 are, in many instances, an entirely

different matter. They play around with the symbol of American sovereignty as though

it was merely a mascot, with little or no symbolic significance. If any of these are

ultimately chosen, then we can well understand why the Mint said “these changes are

sure to generate shockwaves…”

We should be concerned that they were even shortlisted for consideration. Here are
just a few. We show all 39 candidate designs in Appendix A. Note that #11 and #39
are virtually identical, presumably to bring the overall number of candidates up to 39
(or 3 x 13) – a number much favored by Freemasonry.
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Defects in#2: One wing is clipped and an oak branch is used instead

of an olive branch. The oak is a well known symbol in paganism.

Olive leaves Oak leaf

Defects in #3: The predominant feature in #3 is the tree, not the

eagle! What is more, it’s an oak tree, sacred to the Druids. Also,

the topmost eagle is carrying a branch that has no leaves.

Defects in #5: The tree is clearly dead!
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Defects in #8: At least a true olive branch is portrayed here, but one

of the eagle’s wings is no longer visible, and neither are his talons.

Defects in #10: Even though the eagle has an aggressive bearing,
both of his wings are clipped and his talons are missing.
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Defects in #13: Both of his wings are clipped. Also he is perching
on a branch as though his left claw (as we look at the image) is

injured. Why are its talons fixed in a closed position?

Defects in #15: This image is devoid of all symbolic power.
The ‘Mr and Mrs’ pose depicts an old, bedraggled eagle who

has long retired to the comfort and safety of his nest.
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Defects in #20: The presence of a second eagle in any of these
images can only weaken its symbolic purpose. The eagle is not

representing a natural phenomenon but a political ideal. In this
candidate the two eagles even appear to be in conflict!

What on earth is going on?

We have given just 8 examples, but there are many more [See Appendix A]. We must

draw attention, however, to #25, which is so incongruous, so utterly inappropriate,

that it utterly refutes any claim that the Mint was acting in good faith when it released

this list of candidate designs:

Here we see the great symbol of the United States arriving with a worm in its beak to
feed three little chicks, presumably his own! We are no longer looking at a national
symbol but a satirical cartoon.
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CONCLUSION
The Illuminati have made a deep study of symbols and their effects. They regard

symbols as repositories of power in an occult sense and as keys to fixing or inducing

certain psychological states. This is why they try to infiltrate their own symbols into as

many areas of modern life as they can. It is also why they want to destroy or subvert

anything that might symbolize goodness and decency. The rainbow is a vivid example

of this. They have taken a Biblical sign of God’s wonderful mercy and turned it into a

symbol of sexual perversion. It even appears on one of Trump’s campaign caps – see

the ‘Pride Hat’ shown above.

Every loyal American recognizes and appreciates the symbolic importance of the eagle

on the Great Seal and the need to treat it respectfully in all places where it represents

nationhood and patriotism. Once a people allow their valued symbols to be defaced or

used in a way which mocks their true purpose, that nation is in serious trouble.

Will the organizers of the Trump campaign continue to use this offensive ‘Freedom

Hat’ or will they admit their error – if it is an error! – and withdraw it?

Will the US Mint go ahead with its plans to “generate shockwaves” with its new design,

or will it admit that many of its candidate designs are wholly inappropriate and

unAmerican?

In light of all that is happening – the ‘pandemic’ mayhem, the threat of mandatory

vaccinations and enforced quarantine, and the approaching economic collapse – the

corruption of an important national symbol may seem of minor concern. But when

staid and respected institutions are involved – such as the Office of the President and

the U.S. Mint – we can detect the stink of treason. And that is definitely a matter of

concern.

________________________

Jeremy James

Ireland

August 27, 2020
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- SPECIAL REQUEST -

Regular readers are encouraged to download the papers on this

website for safekeeping and future reference. They may not always

be available. Papers for each year from 2009 to 2019 may also be

downloaded in a single file, or possibly two, from www.archive.org

(Use search term ‘Jeremy James’).

We are rapidly moving into an era where material of this kind may

be obtained only via email. Readers who wish to be included on a

future mailing list are welcome to contact me at the following email

address:- jeremypauljames@gmail.com.

For further information visit www.zephaniah.eu

Copyright Jeremy James 2020
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APPENDIX A
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The 39 candidate designs may be found at the following link, in a slightly different

numbering sequence: https://www.cfa.gov/system/files/meeting-materials/3-CFA-

18-JUN-20-C-2021_American_Eagle_Gold_Silver_Coins_sm-pres.pdf


